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Lenovo thinkpad x1 fold

It took longer than it was originally announced, but the first PC equipped with a foldable screen finally appeared on the market. Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold will most likely open a new mobile PC segment - it can't even set a sales record. Originally scheduled for release in the summer, the ThinkPad X1 Fold
now starts for pre-order only, with delivery targets until the end of October. As Lenovo explains, the delay from summer to autumn is aimed at improving the design quality of the ThinkPad X1 Fold, such as screen edge material or a slight change in stand design. The pen ring also switches from tablet to
Bluetooth keyboard. In a press release dedicated to the ThinkPad X1 Fold, Lenovo vice president Jerry Paradise wrote that although the ThinkPad X1 Fold is not limited in number, Lenovo would not produce many machines. Therefore, those interested in this device need to quickly decide whether to
spend money. The Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold features a 13.3-inch OLED QXGA display with a resolution of 4:3, covering 300 niches and maximum foldable brightness, covering 95% of the DCI-P3 color space. However, the two half of the machine are not completely turned off, but the Bluetooth Mini
folding keyboard also leave a space to place designed by Lenovo. The X1 Fold can charge the keyboard wirelessly while inside the keyboard. Other accessories include Lenovo Mod Pen and Easel Stand. Touchscreen laptops also support Dolby Vision. In terms of internal hardware parameters, Intel
Core processor features with Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold Intel Hybrid Technology, along with integrated Intel UHD 11-Gen graphics technology, which comes with LPDDR4X RAM 8GB 4,267MHz watches and supports pcie-NVMe M.2 SSDs with 1TB storage. The ThinkPad X1 Fold comes with a 50Wh
battery that can extend its life to 8.5 hours, can be charged via a 65W USB Type-C port, and supports fast charging. The Dolby Atmos speaker system performs audio delivery tasks and connection options, including WiFi 6, WLAN 802.11ax, 4G LTE (CAT20), Bluetooth 5.1, two USB 3.2 Type-C Gen-2
ports and SIM card slots, and 5G alt-6GHz. When signed, the ThinkPad X1 Fold is dimensioned in an open state when measuring 158.2x236.0x27.8mm Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold weighs 999 grams. Lenovo has not yet announced exactly when the X1 Fold will reach consumers. The product is priced at
USD 2,499 ~ about 58,000,000. Lenovo unveiled a foldable screen laptop prototype as it booked last year. At CES 2020, the airline was officially approved. The company will commercialize this product line called ThinkPad X1 Fold. Lenovo initially announced that it intends to open product orders from
summer rescheduling orders to complete more folding screen laptop products in the foreground than leading rescheduling orders to make laptop products with full folding screens in the foreground. However, to date it has been res planned and this is said. Reservations have been opened for the first

customers. A few changes to the screen material as well as the stand design. That's why we responded to this appointment. However, it is not the limited version that has been released. The ThinkPad X1 Fold was also said to produce a lot. ThinkPad X1 Fold The world's first folding laptop model
ThinkPad X1 Fold the world's first folding laptop model, the X1 Fold's case is complemented by carbon and leather, so it's very lightweight, 1 kg only. When released, the product will run on Windows 10. But Lenovo promises to have more Windows 10X options for better compatibility with folding screen
design. 13.3 inch OLED screen LG. Resolution is provided by 2,048 x 1,536 pixels. Audio technology is tweaked by Dolby and charged via USB-C port. In addition, the company said that the large battery on this device can last up to 11 hours continuously. ThinkPad X1 Fold Configurations and versions
about configurations and versions of ThinkPad X1 Fold are not very old information compared to previous leaks. But according to the leak, the device will run on the latest line of hybrid energy-saving chips that Intel will announce in the next few days. Thanks to the power saving chip, the X1 Foldun will
always have connected PC mode. This means that it is opened as in a smartphone. And according to the current information for you to order. The basic configuration version will ® equipped ™ i5-L16G7 Intel® Hybrid Technology from Intel.Core. Internal memory 8GB LPDDR4X 4267MHz and 256GB
SSD. High-profile versions are also equipped with Lenovo Mod and Lenovo Fold Mini Bluetooth keyboard. Pioneering price for both manufacturers and users The leading price for both manufacturers and users is both price as well as what you think about laptop products with folding screens. With phones
with foldable screens, we are quite open compared to the past market. What is the price mentioned here? With access to this device at a non-soft price and especially here about 60 million. Users will get nothing from the figure and the manufacturer can mow sweet fruit from the first child. This depends
on what is about to be brought to the user. How do you think you can leave your comment? As well as read more technology articles and buy original goods in Phong Vu. Go to the main title in the article [see] Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold Design Overview The best part is that it is available as a regular
laptop. So it's a miniature laptop. But when you need a big screen, you have a tablet. When you need something screen-style, you put the tablet on the table, and the wireless keyboard works just like you do on an all-in-one computer. When you turn off the laptop, the keyboard is located directly between
the two screens and is moved. It is plugged in from a computer and can also be charged wirelessly. The keyboard has a touch pen pane. It charges like a laptop via USB-C. You can use the same converter. One of the USB-C ports is the same as DisplayPort, so it is possible to connect another monitor.
OLED screen size 13.3 inches and 4:3 frame rate, 2048 resolution × 1536 px. Even if you use half the screen, you can get a large space. In other words, when you put half the keyboard word half the screen in mode. The screen is then split in half, and the top half has only slightly lower resolution than Full
HD. Except for small details, even if you don't notice, it's like a classic ThinkPad keyboard. The screen can be opened at any angle, it is not pushed back. The keyboard loads it enough. ThinkPad X1 can be used as a laptop without a keyboard. At the bottom you can have a virtual Windows keyboard and
work this way. It's also like putting the keyboard aside and the top and bottom screens. Later, Lenovo Mode Switcher was used to modify applications. You can show live video conferences or YouTube in the top half, and Word can be written in the bottom half. Although there is actually only one, in any
case there is a device with two screens, it is up to you to use it. It can also be kept as a magazine or book, and both sides have their own apps or a document page. Feel free to place books vertically as an open book, you can still use it. The only difference is that when you place it on remote shelves, the
layout of the screen adapts. You need a big screen like a tablet. You can use it for work or movies. We like to film about it and therefore you can also find an ineffective use. Configuration and functionality The device has an Intel Core i5-L6G7 processor with 1.4 cores - 3 GHz. The model special device
has been modified for this type. Performance is similar to regular laptops. Everything works smoothly, but obviously this won't be the last game. Classic rendering of this computer. There are Wi-Fi 6 to connect quickly. The laptop is prepared for four microphones and good videoconce. The camera is in
laptop mode on the right side of the screen frame. The body has a power button and a double volume button. There are also two USB-C connectors, one of which also works as DisplayPort. When you're done, leave the keyboard on the screen and turn it off like a regular laptop. The protective box itself is
in the form of a leather lid. Lenovo ThinkPad X1 Fold is a hybrid. It's a big tablet, but it also has a classic laptop. That's the best part. Do not buy anything that is not only attractive at first glance, but also normally available. A practical tool a useful laptop To be on the knee and table and when necessary,
you will have a large tablet with a keyboard and shelves. It takes more than 7 hours on a single charge. Charge.
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